30th April 2020
TAYLOR WIMPEY PLC RESPONSE TO NATIONAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK 4 – CALL FOR IDEAS &
SCOTTISH PLANNING POLICY

1. Introduction
1.1 Taylor Wimpey welcomes the opportunity to engage and participate in the early preparation of
National Planning Framework 4 (NPF 4). We are a national housebuilder with 24 local offices in
the UK and nationally we build over 16,000 new homes each year. In Scotland last year, we built
nearly 1,400 new homes across 27 locations, which were a mix of private and affordable housing.
1.2 This response forms part of our wider submission to the NPF 4 consultation and should be read in
conjunction with the following responses;
• Appendix 1: NPF 4 – Housing Technical Discussion Paper;
• Appendix 2: NPF 4 – National Development Response Form for Greater Blindwells
together with the joint submission made to the NPF4 Call for Ideas with East Lothian
Council and the Key Agencies; and
• Appendix 3: NPF 4 - Land at Norton, West Edinburgh.
1.3 The Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 confirms that NPF4, when approved by Scottish Ministers, will
form the upper tier of the Statutory Development Plan and Local Development Plans will be
required to take account of it. Setting Scotland’s long-term spatial strategy, NPF 4 will play a
significant role in ensuring the planning system in Scotland effectively and collaboratively delivers
the new homes for which there is so much need and demand.
1.4 Therefore, it is essential that NPF 4 sets a framework that focuses on facilitating the delivery of
housing development and stimulating strong, inclusive economic growth. As set out within our
response, in order to achieve this, we consider that NPF 4 must provide the following;
1. Identify an ambitious, all tenure, housing target of a minimum of 25,000- 35,000 homes a
year.
2. Set housing land supply and delivery targets for each Local Authorities and a requirement
for them to be met in full. Where Local Authorities cannot meet their requirements in full,
introduce a duty to work with neighbouring authorities to ensure the targets are met.
3. An agreed methodology to calculating the effective housing land supply.
4. Greater scrutiny of sites to be allocated LDP’s to ensure they are deliverable.
5. A robust trigger mechanism that requires a prompt review of Local Development Plans if the
target is not being met, or the release of reserve sites or safeguarded land.
6. Certainty over infrastructure requirements and developer contributions expected from
developments.
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7. A presumption in favour of sustainable development where Council’s are unable to meet
their housing supply or delivery targets.
1.5 We support the identification of National Developments and we are working in collaboration with
East Lothian Council and Key Agencies to promote the identification of the Greater Blindwells
Development Area as a National Development for South East Scotland ‘An Area of Opportunity &
Co-Ordinated Action’. The Greater Blindwells area presents a major opportunity of national
significance to become one of Scotland’s top-ten locations for low carbon sustainable inclusive
growth that enables a just transition to net zero carbon. Our emerging vision is for “an influential,
innovative, healthy and carbon neutral place that is a vibrant destination and attractor”. Please
see Appendix 2, the joint submission made to the NPF4 Call for Ideas with East Lothian Council
and the Key Agencies.
1.6 We consider that West Edinburgh should be identified as a National Development, which reflects
its identification in NPF 3 as a significant location for investment and its potential for delivering a
sustainable extension to the City. In order to be sustainable and acheive economic development,
West Edinburgh must also deliver strategic residential development and associated facilities,
services and infrastructure . The delivery of land at Norton can contribute by creating a low carbon
community, which delivers up to 4,000 low carbon homes. Please see Appendix 3, which proposes
the removal of the current safeguarding of land at Norton for the relocation of the Highland
Showground. This accords with Edinburgh Council’s potential aspirations for the site and its
identification as a development option in City Plan 2030 – ‘Choices Consultation document’.

2. Question 1 - What development will we need to address climate change?
think about… what we will need to do to reach the target of net zero emissions by 2045; the
opportunities that this could provide to support jobs and the economy; how places can be made
more resilient to the long term impacts of climate change; what climate change friendly places
might look like in the future.
2.1 Taylor Wimpey recognises that the housebuilding industry’s impact on climate change. We design
our developments to promote sustainable living and work with our customers to realise the
benefit of the sustainability features and the increased energy efficiency of the homes and
communities we build.
2.2 The delivery of new, high quality housing, through well planned, energy efficient housing
developments helps to support the development of communities that are sustainable. Our
delivery of strategic infrastructure and facilities, and ensuring that our developments are well
integrated with existing communities and the surrounding area presents wider opportunities for
sustainable living. The identification of Greater Blindwells as a National Development provides an
excellent opportunity to deliver an innovative, low carbon development.
2.3 NPF 4 has an essential role in helping to achieve zero carbon objectives by directing investment
to large-scale infrastructure irequired to de-carbonise the energy network and enhance the
capacity of the grid to accommodate new technologies. With gas boilers to be replaced by low
carbon heating systems post 2025, the government should investigate how to repurpose the gas
network and invest significantly in innovation.. Energy providers must be central to these
discussions. It is also critical that NPF 4 is intrinsically linked to the National Infrastructure Plan.
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2.5 Guidance on the requirements expected from new development must recognise that carbon
reduction technology is rapidly changing, and Council’s should not adopt a prescriptive approach
that may impact the viability and delivery of schemes or prevent alternative solutions to reducing
energy consumption and carbon emissions . It is important that there is flexibility in the
Development Plan policies and acknowledgment that ‘one-size-fits-all’ is not appropriate.
2.6 Requirements for technologies such as Electric Vehicle Charging points must be adaptable as
technology develops and supported by impact assessments to understand wider viability
implications such as costs to increase network capacity. Increased electricity grid capacity is vital
to support a number of current initiatives and there must be more collaborative working between
grid operators and energy providers.
2.7 We also have concerns with the requirement for some district heating technologies, which have
high capital costs and where customers can become trapped into expensive communal heating
schemes with long term and expensive maintenance requirements, unable to switch supplier.
2.8 Finally, whilst the housebuilding industry is already making significant contributions to increasing
the sustainability of the built environment. consideration must be given to improving the energy
efficiency of the existing housing stock to reduce carbon emissions and help to address fuel
poverty.
3. Question 2 - How can planning best support our quality of life, health and wellbeing in the
future?
think about… where we might want to live in 2050; how many and what types of homes we will
need; how we can encourage more people to live in rural Scotland; whether we could target
development to address longstanding differences in health and quality of life; whether and where
we might need new settlements, and regeneration of existing communities; how places could be
more inclusive, diverse, creative, vibrant, safe, resilient and empowering.
3.1 Housing, place-making and regeneration are intrinsically linked. The delivery of new, high quality
housing through well planned communities helps to create an inclusive society and improves
health and well-being.
3.2 We are proud of our approach to place making that delivers not just a range of house types and
tenures, but also great communities in which people can live, work and play. At the heart of our
thinking is how to develop places that are successful. We, we work with Building for Life 12 and
the NHS Place Standard, alongside customer feedback and out own best practice design toolkit as
key measures to challenge our thinking about what makes a great place.
3.3 Delivering well connected, vibrant communities requires a clearly allocated, plentiful supply of
land on which development can be delivered. As set out in our response to the housing technical
paper, we support evidence-based policy and targets, but it is vital that neither the Scottish
Government nor planning authorities rely on evidence that is incomplete. Additional information
must be sought beyond the typical reach of a Housing Needs and Demand Assessment (HNDA).
NPF 4 must contain an ambitious, minimum, all tenure housing target, which recognises the
housing emergency and supports the delivery of strong economic growth.
3.4 We support Homes for Scotland’s position that the housing target should be a minimum of 25,000
new homes per year to address the historic under supply and provide for new households.
However, to support strategic growth and future investment a target of 35,000 homes per year,
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1. Introduction
1.1 Taylor Wimpey welcomes this opportunity to engage and participate in the early preparation of
NPF4. We are a national housebuilder with 24 local offices in the UK and nationally we build over
16,000 new homes each year. In Scotland last year, we built nearly 1,400 new homes across 27
locations, which were a mix of private and affordable housing. Our experience of the planning
system in Scotland forms the basis of this response.
1.2 Scotland remains in the midst of a housing emergency. Demand has outstripped supply for well
over a decade, creating an estimated backlog 85,000 homes across all tenures. For many decades
we have not been keeping pace with housing supply targets in LDPs which set the numbers too
low in the first place. The identification of a national housing target in National Planning
Framework 4 (NPF 4) is therefore welcomed. However, this must be an ambitious, mandatory
minimum, all tenure housing target, which recognises the housing emergency and supports the
delivery of strong economic growth. It is vital that NPF 4 does not miss this opportunity and underplan.
1.3 The housing market in Scotland is not functioning properly due to years of constrained supply.
Demand has far outstripped supply, creating severe affordability constraints and a significant
backlog of demand for new homes, due to under-delivery across all tenures. A key contributor to
this has been the failure of Clydeplan and SESplan to accurately calculate housing needs. NPF 4
must not repeat this mistake and must correct the existing undersupply by identifying a suitably
ambitious housing target.
1.4 We strongly support the Scottish Government’s focus on increasing the delivery of affordable
housing and the recognition of the urgent need to provide people on low incomes with security,
acceptable living conditions and affordable rents. However, it must be recognised that the
ambitious targets for affordable housing cannot be met without the delivery of private housing
and the associated infrastructure it delivers. Whilst stimulating the delivery of affordable housing
provision is important to meeting a specific need, a fully functioning housing market must also be
delivered. Fundamental to this is meeting the needs of people’s aspirations for homeownership
and supporting the delivery of private housing, which in turn will also improve affordability.
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1.5 We agree with Homes for Scotland that the target should be a minimum of at least 25,000 new
homes per year to address the backlog and provide for new households. Although, if NPF4 really
seeks to be aspirational and promote growth, the target of 35,000 homes per year previously
considered by the Scottish Government to be achievable, would be welcomed. The inclusion of an
ambitious housing target in NPF4 will recognise the essential role of high- quality housing to a
successful economy and ensure that stakeholders prioritise the delivery of housing.
1.6 Research by Nathaniel Lichfield & Partners shows that delivering 25,000 new homes across
Scotland each year would have wide ranging economic benefits. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

£1.17bn in net capital expenditure
A total of £5.1bn in economic output
Home building supports over 85,000 jobs now. This would increase to over 100,000 jobs
if building returned to pre-recession levels of 25,000 homes a year.
An increase of £93.7m of tax revenue through LBTT, Corporation Tax, NI and PAYE
Contributions
£50.7m of additional developer contributions to local infrastructure including school
places,
community facilities, public open space and affordable housing
wider impacts
- improves housing stock
- improves health
- improves social opportunity
- improves quality of life
- cost effective regeneration

1.7 Scotland is missing out on these benefits because the restrictive impact of its planning system is
not facilitating the delivery of enough new homes in the right locations. The recent Infrastructure
Commission for Scotland report (2019) recognises that “This lack of (housing) supply, particularly
in key economic growth areas, is considered to be acting as a brake on Scotland’s economic
growth”
1.8 In summary of our position we set out that:
▪ People want to buy homes (security of tenure and because of the benefits and
reduction in wealth inequality it brings wealth)
▪ Homes are a good thing! The housing sector is one of the key sectors for being able to
deliver many of the principle outcomes of the Scottish Government
▪ More homes are needed to improve affordability. We support the Homes for Scotland
position that NPF4 should set a Pan-Scotland all-tenure housing delivery target of
25,000+ homes a year.
▪ The way we allocate new homes needs to change because its restricting investment and
supply;
▪ Further investment will increase supply and employment;
▪ NPF needs to set firm minimum delivery targets for each authority and LDPs need to
meet these and then have ability to change their Plan if they are not meeting the set
targets.
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2. Response to Issues for Consideration

What is your view on the guiding principles set out above?
2.1 We broadly agree with the intentions of the “Guiding Principles”. However as set out above, they
can only be delivered if an ambitious, mandatory all tenure housing target is set for Scotland and
there is a requirement for stakeholders to work together to support delivery and meet the target
in full.
Should NPF contain housing land figures for all areas in Scotland or focus on certain areas?
2.2 NPF 4 must set an over-arching ambitious housing target for Scotland. A mandatory, minimum
requirement must also then be set for each Local Authority, which they should be required to
meet in full.
2.3 Where Local Authorities cannot meet their full minimum housing land requirement within the
Council boundary, such as areas physically constrained and where there are not enough effective
sites, there must be a duty to co-operate with neighbouring authorities to redistribute the housing
requirement. However, neighbouring partnerships must be formed at the outset and a joint
strategy established to inform the Draft NPF and a clear strategy ratified in NPF4.
Are there areas in Scotland where an alternative approach may be more appropriate?
2.4 No. To ensure consistency, minimum figures should be set for all Local Authority areas. As above,
where this cannot be met, there should be a duty to cooperate with neighbouring authorities.
However, in the absence of SDP’s, direction within NPF 4 must be provided.
What is your view on the proposed approach to setting out requirements for housing land?
2.5 Whilst we support the identification of a suitably ambitious, all tenure target, we are concerned
about the proposed approach. In particular, we are concerned about using the HNDA as a basis to
calculate the requirement, and the proposed flexibility for Local Authorities to propose alternative
assumptions. As set out in our response above, any needs that cannot be met should be
accommodated by neighbouring authorities under a duty to co-operate.
2.6 In terms of the HNDA, whilst we support evidence-based policy and targets, it is vital that neither
the Scottish Government nor planning authorities rely too heavily on evidence that is incomplete.
HNDAs rely heavily on historic secondary data showing household formation trends. This means
that where households have not been forming quickly in the past (perhaps due to affordability
issues) will continue in the future. Based on the existing HNDA approach, the following
households are likely to be overlooked:
• Those who are overcrowded in their current homes;
• Concealed (but not overcrowded) households (adults living in HMOs or with friends
/ parents / adult children);
• Those living in homes that are physically unfit;
• Households in homes that are not affordable to them.
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Planning for Scotland in 2050
National Planning Framework 4

National Developments – Response Form
Please use the table below to let us know about projects you think may be suitable for national
development status. You can also tell us your views on the existing national developments in
National Planning Framework 3, referencing their name and number, and providing reasons as to
why they should maintain their status. Please use a separate table for each project or development.
Please fill in a Respondent Information Form and return it with this form to scotplan@gov.scot.

Name of proposed national
development
Brief description of proposed
national development

“The Blindwells, Cockenzie and Climate Change Zone: An
Area of Opportunity & Co-ordinated Action.”
This sub-regional area can become an exemplar of how
sustainable inclusive growth can enable an innovative and
just place-based transition to carbon neutral. The
emerging vison for the area is ‘an influential, innovative,
healthy and carbon neutral place that is a vibrant
destination and attractor’.
A full description of this candidate National Development
is set out in the Joint submission made to the Call for Ideas
by East Lothian Council, the developers and landowners
and the key agencies which is appended to this Response
Form. If appropriate, we would welcome on-going
engagement with Planning and Architecture Division
colleagues as NPF4 and these proposals are developed.

Location of proposed national
development (information in a GIS
format is welcome if available)

This candidate National Development area would include
the settlements of Tranent, Prestronpans, Cockenzie/Port
Seton and Longniddry, and the land between them
including two strategic development sites, namely the
Blindwells Development Area and former Cockenzie
Power Station site.
The boundaries of the area will be subject to
finalisationbut they are shown indicatively below and
within the accompanying GIS shape file.
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What part or parts of the
development requires planning
permission or other consent?

Panning permission has been approved for an on-shore
interconnector for an off-shore wind project at the former
Cockenzie Power Station site. At the Blindwells
Development Area 1,600 homes and 10 hectares of
employment land has planning permission in principle.
The remaining development in this area is at conceptual
stage and requires business case development, design
development and planning permissions etc.

When would the development be
complete or operational?

The full development potential of this sub-regional area is
anticipated to come forward over the next 30 years to
2050.

Is the development already formally
recognised – for example identified
in a development plan, has planning
permission, in receipt of funding etc.

Blindwells new settlement is an Edinburgh and South East
Scotland City Region Deal project, and the Blindwells
Development Area is identified within the East Lothian
Local Development Plan 2018 (ELLDP2018), comprising the
allocated BW1 site and safeguarded BW2 site. The former
Cockenzie Power Station site is identified as a National
Development within National Planning Framework 3, and
is also currently allocated in accordance with that within
the ELLDP2018. The Climate Change Zone proposal is also
emerging from a Countryside Around Town policy
designation in the ELLDP2018.

The former East Lothian coal field could be one of Scotland’s top-ten locations for low carbon
sustainable inclusive growth that enables a just transition to net zero carbon. The Blindwells
Development Area and former Cockenzie Power Station site are 625 hectares, most of which is
previously developed land.
Within the Blindwells Development Area, the initial 130 hectare phase of the new town is
underway; 410 hectares expansion land is safeguarded. There is major potential in business case
development and delivery for collaboration, partnership, collective impact and financial
innovation to create a sustainable, influential, innovative, healthy, inclusive and carbon neutral
place. There could be scope for a Masterplan Consent area here. The adjacent former Cockenzie
Power Station site has unique assets and considerable potential for a wide range of uses focused
2

on employment. There may be a focus on cruise related activity and sustainable construction
alongside energy with a pipeline of projects across the region and beyond. Conditions have
changed in relation to the delivery of thermal generation and carbon capture and storage here,
and we would welcome recognition of this and the wider opportunities within NPF4.
There is significant potential for environmental improvement, regeneration and enterprise in the
area in association with development. A Climate Change Zone is proposed between, and includes
parts of, the neighbouring communities and sites. It focuses on securing ‘place quality and value1’,
including health and wellbeing, and seeks to narrow the inequality gap. It aims to knit the place
together, balance development with enhanced green, blue and active travel networks, and to
enable strong resilient communities by drawing on their identity and assets and by addressing
challenges and converting them into opportunities and multiple benefits. It proposes a subregional water management system to improve the water environment, better manage surface
water, ground water and treated mine water and to enable geothermal opportunities, manage
flood risk and protect material assets. Overall, the proposal aims to be a catalyst for sustainable
inclusive growth and to enhance health and well-being, biodiversity and habitat.
We want to enable this nationally important gateway growth location by integrating with existing
and potential enhancements of UK cross border, regional and local connectivity, including digital
networks. We can make best use of existing assets, and target investment in new multifunctional
low carbon assets. There is significant potential to increases job density and productivity and
effectively integrate land use and transport. Collective impact here can deliver investment,
enterprise, skills development and training, as well as innovative low carbon projects and delivery.
This could create a skilled workforce and new jobs in the low carbon economy.
We want to plan the future of this area collaboratively and synergistically to benefit people,
places, the environment, climate and economy. We propose that this area becomes a fresh
National Development, and that it is designated as ‘An Area of Opportunity & Co-ordinated
Action’.

Keep In Touch
For more information and other resources

http://www.transformingplanning.scot
https://blogs.gov.scot/planning-architecture/
@ScotGovPlanning
scotplan@gov.scot
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Carmona (2019) Place value: place quality and its impact on health, social, economic and environmental outcomes. Journal of Urban Design, 24:1 1-48. (Page 4)
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NPF4 Early Engagement Response
Land at Norton Park, Edinburgh
April 2020
1.

Turley, on behalf of Taylor Wimpey and Hallam Land Limited, welcome the opportunity to provide
initial ideas in relation to NPF4 which we set out in the subsequent sections of this representation.
Removal of reference to protecting the Land at Norton Park for new National Showground facilities

2.

Taylor Wimpey and Hallam Land Limited have land interests in Land at Norton Park, Edinburgh (fig
1). The land use for the Site at Norton Park is currently identified in NPF3 under National
Development 10 – Statement of Need and Description Strategic Airport Enhancements which
includes Edinburgh Airport and adjoining land. The description of classes of development includes:
”d. new National Showground facilities south of the A8 where the gross floor space is or exceeds
10,000 square metres or the development is or exceeds 2 hectares.”. The site is also safeguarded in
the adopted Edinburgh Local Development Plan for the relocation of the Royal Highland Centre
(RHC). The main driver for the relocation of the RHC was the need to accommodate future
expansion of Edinburgh Airport, as set out in the Edinburgh Airport Masterplan 2016-2040 (2016).

Figure 1. Land at Norton Park Site Boundary
3.

The statement of need for the development includes the statement that “All the airports identified
have published masterplans for their development - development proposals vary between the
airports. Areas adjacent to Glasgow and Edinburgh Airports have been identified for commercial
and mixed uses supporting the economic development opportunities which are particularly suited
to these locations. At Edinburgh provision is also made for the re-location of the Royal Highland
Showground, and ensuring that the major land users in the area continue to have a co-ordinated
approach to development.”

4.

The original driver for the showground safeguard was the Edinburgh Airport Masterplan of 2006
which was prepared pursuant to the UK Government White Paper - Future of Air Transport 2003
which specified that the Aerodrome Safeguarding process should be used to protect land, outside
existing airports, needed for future expansion against incompatible development in the
intervening period. This drove the preparation of masterplans for all UK airports, including
Edinburgh, which ultimately resulted in the identification of land for a second runway at Edinburgh
Airport, its associated growth, and the need for the relocation of the showground.

5.

It should be noted, however, that the White Paper stated clearly with respect to the closure of the
crosswind runway, something that the airport has now taken forward, that “this would take place
once the new runway was operational.” The White Paper, which was withdrawn in 2018, envisaged
the new runway being in place by 2020. The new runway has not been delivered albeit the cross
runway has now closed. There may nonetheless be a future need for the delivery of a second
runway, and it is therefore sensible that a safeguard for a second runway is maintained, as it is in
the Airport Masterplan 2016. However, what can be questioned is the need for the potential scale
of the related land take to the south of the terminal complex given the substantial area of land
now available to the airport within the Crosswind Ltd land holding.

6.

In the meantime, there continues to be a need to provide new housing and other uses on a
significant scale to serve the city and city region. It is the view of Taylor Wimpey and Hallam Land
Limited, that the current inclusion of the site in the NPF3 and safeguarding of land at Norton for
the possible relocation of the RHC in the current Edinburgh Local Development Plan constrains a
site with clear potential for a more intensive and practical use within the city region. The Site at
Norton Park has the potential to deliver up to 4,000 homes and will help to meet the significant
demands for new housing provision within the SESplan region.

7.

In Choice 14 of the document (B) of the Edinburgh Choices for City Plan 2030 document, which is
currently out for consultation, the Council is seeking to remove the safeguard stating that “We
want to remove the safeguard in the existing plan for the Royal Highland Showground site to the
south of the A8 at Norton Park and the site allocated for other uses”. We have submitted a separate
response to the Choices 2030 consultation supporting the Council’s proposed change in removing
the safeguard so that the site can be allocated for other uses.

8.

To enable the site to be developed for other uses, the NPF4 will also need to remove the reference
to protecting the Land at Norton Park for new National Showground facilities. We would encourage
the Scottish Government to enter dialogue with the Edinburgh City Council as soon as possible
given that the proposed NPF4 and the proposed Edinburgh Local Development Plan 2030 are due
to be published around the same time.
Recognising West Edinburgh as a Nationally Significant Location for Development

9.

NPF3 recognises West Edinburgh as an important part of Scotland’s economy stating that “West
Edinburgh is a significant location for investment, with the airport, the National Showground and
the International Business Gateway. Development here will require continued co-ordination and
planning to achieve a successful business-led city extension which fulfils its potential for
international investment, new jobs and high quality of place.”.

10.

We believe that the importance of West Edinburgh as a significant location for investment should
also be included in NPF4. West Edinburgh is well served by public transport including the existing
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tram line from the city to the airport, with a safeguard for a tramline extension past the Highland
Centre and Ratho to Newbridge and the Airport express bus routes along the A8. It provides an
excellent opportunity for sustainable development. In addition to being an area important for
economic development, West Edinburgh has the potential to deliver sustainable, low carbon
residential-led mixed use development and associated facilities which are highly accessible by
public transport. The Land at Norton Park development could potentially deliver 4,000 homes
contributing significantly to Edinburgh’s housing land supply.
11.

Taylor Wimpey and Hallam Land Limited thank you for the opportunity to provide initial ideas to
the development of the NPF4. Please don’t hesitate to contact us should you have any further
questions.

Contact
James Wall
james.wall@turley.co.uk
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